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Shaun the Sheep has flocked to Paradise Country!  
 
Shaun the Sheep has embarked on an Australian adventure and have arrived at Paradise Country to 
spread their outrageous behaviour, sheepish shenanigans and panic in the pasture. 
 
Shaun the Sheep at Paradise Country includes an all new interactive water play zone, playground, 
stage show, tractor ride and interactive movie making cinema. 

Paradise Country General Manager, Shane Phillips said Shaun the Sheep is a wonderful fit for the 
park with both parties sharing an affinity for the farm lifestyle. 
 
“Shaun the Sheep is such an iconic and well-known character with families and we are excited to 
welcome him and his flock to Paradise Country and look forward to our guests enjoying these 
amazing new attractions,” he said. 
 
“A highlight of this new attraction is the live Shearing Shed Stage Show where Shaun and his flock 
embark on an exciting adventure the whole family can enjoy while meeting new Australian friends, 
Kora the Koala and Konal the cockatoo. 
 
“The attraction is a full farm adventure with the Shaun the Sheep Tractor ride taking guests on a 
scenic tour of the park and encompassing the various Shaun the Sheep attractions and activities on 
offer including the The Pig’s Playground, interactive movie making cinema and more.” 
 
Ngaio Harding-Hill, Senior Manager Attractions & Live Experiences at Aardman commented:  
“As Australia’s number one Farm Based Attraction, Paradise Country is the perfect home for Shaun 
the Sheep’s next attraction adventure.  The new experience captures all the fun and frolics of the 
show in a real life adventure fans will adore.” 
 
This is the first in a number of new attractions at Village Roadshow Theme Parks this December with 
the amazing new Aquaman Exhibition and Scooby-Doo Spooky Coaster: Next Generation opening at 
Movie World along with the Sea World Sky Flyer.  For more information visit themeparks.com.au or 
call 13 33 86. 
 
Link to images/vision – https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/kKgZWFNpuC  
 
About Aardman 
Aardman, based in Bristol (UK) and co-founded in 1976 by Peter Lord and David Sproxton, is an independent 
and multi-award-winning studio. It produces feature films, series, advertising, interactive entertainment and 
attractions for both the domestic and international market. Their productions are novel, entertaining, 
brilliantly characterised and full of charm reflecting the unique talent, energy and personal commitment of the 
Aardman team. The studio’s work is often imitated and yet the company continues to lead the field producing 
a rare brand of visually stunning content for cinema, broadcasters, digital platforms and live experiences 
around the world. www.aardman.com 
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